
Level designed and mapped using the Cry Engine for the PC video game Far Cry. The map was inspired by viewing and researching lost 
and open mountainous landscapes. The lower elevation is covered by the fertile grass fields. The higher elevation is covered in snow and 
dried up vegetation. Players can explore and roam freely throughout the level. Monsters await players in the fields and bushes.

Cry Engine - Far Cry
Cold Mountain Fields



(A) Blue Tag Point - Player Spawn
(B) Friendly NPCs
(C) Proximity Trigger
(D) M4
(E) Assault Ammo
(F) Armor
(G) Binoculars(G) Binoculars
(H) Buggy vehicle
(I) Monster
(J) Yellow Tag Point - AI Protect Point
(K) Health Pack

(1) Orthographic top view of the map
(2) The grass field is the player spawn area.
  When the player spawns the trigger tells 
  the friendly NPCs to follow.
(3) Ammo cache, armor, binoculars, and 
  vehicle locations where players can 
  restock.  restock.
(4) Monsters are wondering around in these
  areas. They protect the yellow point of
  interest. Health can be found in these
  locations.

Map: Cold Mountain Fields
Engine: Cry Engine
Game: Far Cry
Players: 1-3
Game Mode: Cooperative
Description: Lower elevation is covered with 
  a vast grass field.  a vast grass field. A small forest covers a 
  smaller portion of the fields. Higher 
  elevation is cover with snow and dried up 
  vegetation. 
Mission: Players have to explore and find 
  ammo caches that are spread throught out 
  the level. Players must also hunt and kill
  monsters hidden in the map.  monsters hidden in the map.
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Level designed and mapped using the Cry Engine for the PC mod Assault Coop. This inspired by my friend’s art work and illustrations for 
open landscapes. The level takes place during the mid-day sun. Mercenaries patrol and protect the storage and ammo caches. Barriers 
were put in case any enemies were to try to make an assault. The level supports 2-5 players for cooperative game play. Players must 
invade the guarded buildings and clear out the ammo storages.

Cry Engine - Far Cry
ac_Chua



(A) Blue Tag Point - Player Spawn
(B) Friendly NPC spawn
(C) Red Tag Point - Spectator Spawn
(D) Music Mood Trigger
(E) Ammo Cache
(F) Proximity Trigger
(G)(G) AI Trigger
(H) Logic Trigger
(I) Random Case Trigger
(J) Enemy Spawn
(K) Enemy Patrol Path
(L) Yellow Tag Point - Friendly NPC goal
(M) Destructible Barrier

(1) Orthographic top view of the map
(2) First player spawn position where music
  moods trigger. Friendly NPC spawns and
  triggers tell them friendly NPCs to move to
  each objective. Randomly spawned ammo
  caches appear each round.
(3) Enemy stronghold have Mercenaries(3) Enemy stronghold have Mercenaries
  patroling. Logic triggers randomly spawn
  the mercenaries in different layouts and 
  weapons. Mission objective is to clear out 
  these areas. 
(4) Another enemy stronghold with barriers
  that are destructible.
(5) Next enemy base to clea(5) Next enemy base to clear. More difficult.
(6) Boss fight sequence
(7) Helicopter rescue point

Map: ac_Chua
Engine: Cry Engine
Game: Far Cry - Assault Coop Mod
Players: 2-5
Game Mode: Cooperative
Description: White clouds fill the blue sky. 
   Tall grass and large bushes cover the open 
  ground. Gray and white rocks are placed 
  for detail as well as cover from bullets. 
  Mercenaries hide behind destructible 
  barriers and take refuge in houses.
Mission: Players must clear out the houses 
  and ammo storage. Next players have to 
  eliminate the Boss.  eliminate the Boss. After that they must call
  the helicopter and get to the rescue point.
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Level designed and mapped using Cry Engine for the PC mod Assault Coop. The map inspired by long drives through the desert to get to 
Las Vegas. The view of Death Valley is so vast and beautiful that I had to create a desert themed level. The terrain is heated by the red 
sun. There is little vegetation and the plants are dried up. The level supports 2-7 players for cooperative game play. Players must rush 
through the open desert land and take out enemy strongholds.

Cry Engine - Far Cry
ac_DesertSwipe



(A) Cave - Player Spawn
(B) Music Mood Trigger
(C) Enemy Spawn
(D) Enemy Patrol Path
(E) Hummer vehicle
(F) Weapons
(G)(G) AI Trigger
(H) Sniper Spawn

(1) Orthographic top view of the map
(2) Players come out of the cave behind a
  trailer park for cover. Weapons and ammo
  are available in the crates but there are
  enemy patrols moving back and forth. A
  hummer vehicle is under the hut and is 
  ready for use.  ready for use.
(3) Players can choose how to attack this 
  area. Music Mood Triggers set play sound 
  cues to each approach. The AI Trigger will
  call an enemy vehicle to rush down to the 
  position of the players.
(4) Snipers have a view of the whole area. 
  Players must beware in this location.  Players must beware in this location. This 
  is where the enemy vehicle rushes down.
(5) The exit point of the canyon.

Map: ac_DesertSwipe
Engine: Cry Engine
Game: Far Cry - Assault Coop Mod
Players: 2-7
Game Mode: Cooperative
Description: Sand surrounds the whole 
  surface.  surface. The red sky sits over the 
  mountains. Dried up trees and bushes 
  provide little fire cover. Sand hills give 
  players a choice to go around or snipe from
  the top Sniper hotspots cover the high
  ground.
Mission: There are no weapons to start with.
  Players must find equipment scattered   Players must find equipment scattered 
  around the map. Also, they have to escape 
  out of the canyon alive. 
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Level designed and mapped using Cry Engine for the PC mod Assault Coop. The map inspired by a park lit up with lights at midnight. 
Few lights are placed around the landscape to help guide visitors. The level supports 2-5 players for cooperative game play. Players must 
use the trees and bushes to hide from the enemies. Industrial torches are placed throughout the level to notify players that they are 
moving into enemy territory.

Cry Engine - Far Cry
ac_QuietVillage



(A) Blue Tag Point - Player Spawn
(B) Red Tag Point - Spectator Spawn
(C) Weapons and Ammo Cache
(D) Proximity Trigger
(E) Music Mood Trigger
(F) Logic Trigger
(G) Enemy Spawn(G) Enemy Spawn
(H) Enemy Patrol Path
(I) Chemical Containers

(1) Orthographic top view of the map
(2) Player spawn point with weapons and
  ammo lit up in metal cases. They must 
  move around carefully as enemy patrols
  walk past in the darkness.
(3) The enemy base randomly spawns a
  set number of containers that players must  set number of containers that players must
  retrieve. They must complete the objective
  in order to advance.
(4) Another base with more containers and
  greater enemy resistance.
(5) Players take the road with enemy
  vehicles patroling the route.
(6) Camp sites sit along the side of the road(6) Camp sites sit along the side of the road
  where enemies guide the path.
(7) The escape out of the area.

Map: ac_QuietVillage
Engine: Cry Engine
Game: Far Cry - Assault Coop Mod
Players: 2-5
Game Mode: Cooperative
Description: The sun has set and moon is 
  shining. Industrial torches light main points   shining. Industrial torches light main points 
  of interest. Vegetation provides light cover 
  while crates and supplies provide heavy 
  cover. Enemies use lights to spot targets 
  in the darkness.
Mission: Players must find and retrieve 
  chemical containers hidden in the enemy 
  bases. Once all containers have been   bases. Once all containers have been 
  retrieved, players must escape out of the 
  area.
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Level designed and mapped using Cry Engine for the PC mod Assault Coop. The map inspired by hiking trips through the trails of the
San Gabriel Mountains. The route is a passage mostly covered by over grown fields with the trees and mountains covering the distant
view. The level supports 2-5 players for cooperative game play. Players must have crashed their vehicle off a cliff and must find a road
to safety.

Cry Engine - Far Cry
ac_UnsafeSituation


